ACROSS
1  B&B kept by former footballer – one by the sea? (6)
4  One arriving outside place to deliver piece of electronic equipment (8)
9  Portuguese location in which there’s nothing left – nothing! (6)
10  Gassy beer maybe for dog? (8)
12  I wondered about what to discard on hot summer nights (9)
13  Look to preserve university fabric (5)
14  Where digit in decimal number may go? It’s immaterial (6,3,5)
17  Arachnid that could make parrots drop and die (4-4,6)
21  Fruit drink containing pip I disposed of (5)
22  Enjoyment lady has with holy books – sitting on this? (9)
24  Pulled a face, seeing club surrounded by grating (8)
25  Moving away from centre, being leftist not Conservative (6)
26  Poor Americans showing evidence of getting hot behind the collar? (8)
27  Old actor to move unsteadily, losing heart (6)

DOWN
1  Favouring certain words in an old book (8)
2  Women preferred by men allegedly led snob astray (7)
3  American unit destroying half of what’s written (5)
5  Ignore tree in ground in outdoor sport (12)
6  Those of the same class – upper class? (4,5)
7  How cooking should be done, as shown by kid holding a vessel (2,1,4)
8  Old magistrates pause briefly when first woman enters (6)
11  Talk or confer? That may be unusual for this decisive person (7,5)
15  Censure one ultimately carpeted for misbehaving (9)
16  Pair restricting noise? One is blethering (8)
18  Came back with explanation as to why customer was cheated? (7)
19  Noise with water rising in Warwick? (7)
20  Bishop to get cross, an explosive type? (6)
23  Sailor needs a lot of sheets of pink paper for his behind! (5)

Solution 15,920

D O R O T H Y
B A G
G L A D
P V I A E A S
H E R O
S E C O N D
R I S K
K I O
M A Y D A Y
T R U E B L U E
T F O S A N
N E A R M I S S
L I D O
E T Q A D
A H
O N A H
U P S T I C K S
C E F A S E
C A V A L I E R
O P P O S E
R R L E O Y T
T I N S E L T O W N
L A R K
N A I N A
O E
T A L L
P L E A S A N T L Y